**Restaurant Menus**

**Azuia Sushi & Hibachi Bar**
939 Texas | 713.222.0009

A local favorite. Favors are served up over generous portions in a restaurant set in a historic building with a beautiful Southwest spin on traditional decor. Great spots in town.

**Barnaby’s Café Market Square**
930 Congress | 713.222.0877

A local favorite. Barnaby’s is a sweet, upbeat spot for a casual lunch or dinner. Great ambiance.

**Batanga Tapas + Drinks**
998 Congress | 713.222.9500

A great stop for delicious, Spanish-inspired dishes from tapas to entrees. Enjoy an eclectic variety of Italian cuisine.

**Bartolomeo + Giorgione**
612 Main | 713.224.1000

Located in a beautifully refurbished historic building, this upscale restaurant and lounge offers a unique setting for dining and drinking. Enjoy cocktails in the intimate, cozy bar or relax in the expansive outdoor patio or balcony and look up in the working, antique cash register.

**Brazilian Barbecue**
228 Main | 713.224.5000

A true taste of Brazil in Houston. Enjoy a variety of meats and sides in a casual, family-friendly setting.

**Café Guinó**
Sabbath | 713.921.1875

Enjoy a variety of Latin dishes with a strong emphasis on fresh ingredients and a focus on the flavors of the region.

**City Kitchen**
223 Main | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Boasting a handful of unique menu items and a diverse wine list, City Kitchen is a must-visit destination for food and drink.

**Drew Barrymore’s The Magnolia**
1023 Travis | 713.224.0600

This Texas-themed restaurant offers a variety of Southern dishes along with a full bar featuring local beers and spirits.

**El Big Bad**
340 Travis | 713.224.0600

An award-winning restaurant that offers a wide variety of dishes at reasonable prices.

**Food Network**
220 Main | 713.224.5000

A trendy spot for modern American cuisine with a focus on fresh, seasonal ingredients.

**The Hangover**
335 Main | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Known for its wide selection of beers and its commitment to sustainability, The Hangover is a popular spot for both beer and food.

**Heads & Tales**
312 Travis | 713.224.5000

A cozy bar with a focus on craft cocktails and small plates.

**Koko’s**
220 Main | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Serving an extensive menu of dishes and drinks, Koko’s is a must-visit destination for food and drink.

**Kopa**
226 Main | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Known for its unique menu items and creative cocktails, Kopa is a must-visit destination for food and drink.

**Lucy & Lambert at Hotel Icon**
220 Main | 713.224.5000

A cozy bar with a focus on craft cocktails and small plates.

**Megu**
231 Travis | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Serving an extensive menu of dishes and drinks, Megu is a must-visit destination for food and drink.

**The Magnolia**
1023 Travis | 713.224.0600

This Texas-themed restaurant offers a variety of Southern dishes along with a full bar featuring local beers and spirits.

**The Porch at Hotel Icon**
220 Main | 713.224.5000

A cozy bar with a focus on craft cocktails and small plates.

**The Texas Chain**
220 Main | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Known for its wide selection of beers and its commitment to sustainability, The Texas Chain is a popular spot for both beer and food.

**The Yardbird**
227 Travis | 713.224.5000

A local favorite. Serving an extensive menu of dishes and drinks, The Yardbird is a must-visit destination for food and drink.
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ing their education. Also from all over the city who are continuously liberal arts institutions in the heart of community activity in downtown Market Square Park, the original third Houston Cityhall, which was commissioned in 1904 and was originally a bell tower at Houston’s fourth city hall, was constructed to house the town clock, paid for by Saul and was used as an open air produce market and City Hall with the downtown business district growing around it. After several fires, demolitions, and thoughtless reconstruction, the park now has new entertainment, taffy temptation, daily weddings and dog runs that trail dog runs. Market Square Park is a remnant of another era where neighbors gather and enjoy the space they call home. Three concrete, movie and other special events make this spot a citi- gathering place for the locals. Oh, and did we say that we have Niko Niko’s on the park, hands down the best gyro in the area!

PUBLIC SPACES

ALLEN’S LANDING

BUFFALO BAYOU PARK, TRAILS & BOAT RIDES

Enjoy more than 20 miles of hiking and bicycling trails along Houston’s Buffalo Bayou and White Oak Bayou. Take your own trip, or hop on the hop-off bus perfect for on-foot and cycling commercial hub.

MARKET SQUARE PARK

Market Square and downtown Houston with its rich history from local horticulturist Louis Aulbach while strolling down the bayou.

WALKING TOURS

Stroll along Buffalo Bayou Parkway or the essence of Downtown for an overview of Houston’s history and architecture from its beginnings in 1836 to the efforts to its restoration in the early 20th century.

DISCOVER HOUSTON TOURS

Ghost tours turned trolley and rail tours, architectural tours and more are available. Tour guide Sandra Lott is the resident ex- pert and has been conducting downtown and Houston tours since 1998.

SEGWAY TOURS OF HOUSTON

Explore the Bayou City like you do with affil.- At the heart of community activity in downtown Houston, it is once again the place to be. The square was donated by the city in 1854 by Augustus Allen and was used as an open air produce market and City Hall with the downtown business district growing around it. After several fires, demolitions, and thoughtless reconstruction, the park now has new entertainment, taffy temptation, daily weddings and dog runs that trail dog runs. Market Square Park is a remnant of another era where neighbors gather and enjoy the space they call home. Three concrete, movie and other special events make this spot a citi- gathering place for the locals. Oh, and did we say that we have Niko Niko’s on the park, hands down the best gyro in the area!

GETTING AROUND

Parkings are affordable parking options - garages, surface lots and on-street parking - convenient for your destination, whether it is a restaurant or event. On-street, metered parking is available during the day on most downtown streets. The meters accept cash, credit cards and pay-by-phone (we highly recommend you download the ParkMobile App ASAP!); hourly prices vary depending on location. Always be sure to read the signs, never park if you see red, whether it is street striping or a red meter or meter bag. Also, if you are willing to walk a little farther, it is usually cheaper, and you’re bound to find a good spot. And lastly, meters are free after 6 pm Monday through Saturday and all day Sunday.

METRORAIL

For easy traveling, the MetroRail handle all of the log- col and the Museum District and Texas Medical Center before ending at Reliant Park. Historic District destinations are at the Preston Station.

HOUSTON BICYCLE

Explore the city on two wheels with Houston B-cycle, a public bike sharing program with 24-hour, 1-week and annual memberships that give riders access to every station in the city.

PUBLIC ART at MARKET SQUARE PARK

LAUREN’S GARDEN

Take a quiet moment in Lauren’s Garden, a memorial that honors Lauren Caluzzi Grandiscola – a passenger on United Flight 93. With its flowing water, beautiful sculpture, seasonal flowers and leafy trees, the garden memorializes all lost on September 11. Houston sculptor Katrina Scott’s three cast-bronze elements are made up of two vase-like tendrils that seem to grow from the fountain and appear to be eternally reaching toward each other and a young tendril with a new bud emerging.

MOSSAIC FOUNTAINS de BRIDGES

Malou Fitis created these colorful, hand-painted ceramic tiles to evoke the feel of Market Square during the late 19th and early 20th century.

POINTS OF VIEW

The 25-foot painted steel and wood sculpture Points of View was created for the park in 1994 by world renowned modernist sculptor James Surls. Previously positioned at the center of the park, it now stands above a gentle water feature at the base of the dining trellis.

HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Houston-based photographer Paul Hester has incorporated his historic photographs of Houston into his current work and has one of the best downtown business districts growing up around it. After several fires, demolitions, and thoughtless reconstruction, the park now has new entertainment, taffy temptation, daily weddings and dog runs that trail dog runs. Market Square Park is a remnant of another era where neighbors gather and enjoy the space they call home. Three concrete, movie and other special events make this spot a citi- gathering place for the locals. Oh, and did we say that we have Niko Niko’s on the park, hands down the best gyro in the area!

BICYCLE

Explore the city on two wheels with Houston B-cycle, a public bike sharing program with 24-hour, 1-week and annual memberships that give riders access to every station in the city.